Dining in Melbourne can be a fabulous
experience, especially aboard our famous
fleet of historical trams that have become
The Colonial Tramcar Restaurant.

These glossy, burgundy restaurants on wheels are
the first travelling Tramcar Restaurants in the
world and ensure a delightful innovative approach
to dining.
As they cruise the scenic streets of
Melbourne, diners can enjoy our seasonal
menu, quality Australian wines, or a selection of

beverages from our fully stocked bar at an all
inclusive price.
The atmosphere is cosy, the service friendly and
the decor as inviting as the colonial period these
trams reflect. Since their inception in 1983, the
restaurants have become a star attraction and a
tourism symbol for Melbourne. Dining with us is

not only a culinary delight, but a trip into a little
piece of Victoria’s history.
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• Birthdays & Special
• Lunch
Occasions
• Early Dinner
• Weddings &
• Late Dinner
• Morning & High Tea Anniversaries
• Private & Corporate
• Breakfast
Functions
• Cocktail Parties
• Tour Groups
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The Colonial Tramcar Restaurant
is available for:

Crowne Plaza
Hotel

CLARENDON STREET

Join us aboard for a unique and unforgettable
experience and you will find out why we are
the proud four-time winner of the coveted
National Tourism Award.
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Our trams have been carefully refurbished to
provide all the modern conveniences you would
expect from a first class restaurant, comforts
such as seats covered in plush velvet, beautiful
brass fittings to cast a cosy glow and background
music to add to your dining experience. The
trams are air conditioned and have stabilisers
fitted to ensure a smooth ride.
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The Tramcar departs from and returns to
Tramstop 125 on Normanby Road in South
Melbourne, situated adjacent to the Melbourne
Exhibition Centre.
Passengers must arrive 15 minutes prior to
departure. Travel subject to ticket conditions.
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THE WORLD’S FIRST
TRAVELLING TRAMCAR
RESTAURANT

The Colonial Tramcar Company Pty Ltd
PO Box 372, South Melbourne 3205 Victoria, Australia
Phone: +613 9696 4000 Fax: +613 9696 3787
Email: reservations@tramrestaurant.com.au
Book online:
www.tramrestaurant.com.au
www.facebook.com/tramrestaurant
www.twitter.com/tramrestaurant

